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Matilda Magic Mesh 

Beige, white and black 

An iron on fusible mesh for knits that is a soft, sheer, stable and translucent nylon-

reinforced stabilizer  Iron it on, and it keeps knits from stretching while hooping.  Use 

one layer of mesh for up to 8,000 stitches.  Magic mesh is light weight and prevents a 

shadow around the embroidery when used on light fabrics, and is soft against the skin 

 

Matilda Magic-less Mesh 

 Beige, white and Black 

A non fusible mesh that can be used on knits and other types of fabrics.  A soft, sheer, 

stable and translucent nylon-reinforced product. Magic-less Mesh is light weight and 

doesn’t show the white ring or shadow around your embroidery.   It is a soft, non 

scratchy stabilizer and suitable for children’s clothing 

 

Matilda Lace Base 

Lace base is a thicker, fabric type wash away stabilizer that is suitable for making 

stand alone lace or free standing appliqués. Only one layer is necessary in most 

applications, making it an economical choice.  It is sometimes used as a base layer in 

projects made in the hoop or in free motion thread painting.  

Trim away excess then rinse in water to remove.  Known for a clean rinse, the longer it 

is rinsed or soaked in water, the softer the item becomes. 

 

Matilda Lace Base Adhesive 

This stabilizer that has all the qualities of Lace Base above but also has a paper layer 

that peels away to expose  adhesive.  This stabilizer is perfect for sheer fabrics and 

helps preserve the drape ability of the embroidered product. 

 

Matilda Terrific Tearaway Light 

Tearaway Light is the perfect stabilizer for light weight fabrics and low density stitch 

counts.  Use this stabilizer on table cloths, baby blankets, under decorative stitches 

and button holes where minimum stabilization is required.   

Can also be used by quilters for paper piecing or foundation piecing.  Tears neatly 

around the edge of the stitched area.  It is crisp and works well as an extra “floater” 

slipped under the hoop.  Helps prevent puckering of fabric during embroidering. 

 

Matilda Terrific Tearaway Medium 

Use Tearaway Medium for medium weight stable to semi stable fabrics.  It is a crisp 

tearaway that tears away easily and cleanly. Especially useful when you are able to see 

the back of the embroidered item such as a towel.  The stabilizer is firm, crisp and 

tears neatly around the stitched areas  
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Matilda Terrific Tearaway Heavy 

Terrific Tearaway Heavy is suitable for medium to heavy stitch counts on heavy weight 

stable and semi stable fabrics such as terry cloth and denim. Use when you can see the 

back of your item and appearance is important  It is a crisp product that tears easily. 

 

Matilda Magic Tearaway 

Use Magic Tearaway with knits and other stretchy fabrics.  Fuse to back of the fabric 

with a medium setting on the iron prior to hooping.  Magic tearaway prevents the 

stretching and shifting of the fabric that leads to ugly puckers around the 

embroidered design.  Use when the when the back of the project is visible and 

appearance is important.  Excess Magic Tearaway tears away easily. 

 

Matilda Medium Cutaway 

Medium cutaway stabilizer is a soft stable stabilizer used for T-shirts , sweatshirts 

and other types of knits.  It is also suitable for jackets and knit sweaters.  Medium 

cutaway is very soft to the touch making it suitable for left chest logos.  It prevents 

pulling and distortions and provides excellent support for large designs.  

 

Matilda Heavy Cutaway 

Heavy cutaway stabilizer is a soft stabilizer used for t-shirts, sweat shirts and other 

types of knits.  It is also suitable for jackets and knit sweaters.  Heavy cutaway is very 

soft to the touch making it suitable for left chest logos.  It prevents pulling and 

distortions and provides excellent support for large designs. 

 

Matilda Wonderful Wash Away Topping 

Wonderful Washaway Topping is a plastic like topping designed enhance embroidery 

done on the top of high pile fabrics such as terry cloth and velour, pique knits, 

corduroy, fleece and velvet.  Improves embroidery quality by preventing stitches from 

sinking into the pile of the fabric.  Tears away easily after embroidery. 

 

Matilda Peel and Stick 

Peel and Stick is and adhesive tearaway stabilizer used for”hoopless” embroidery or to 

provide stabilization of items during the embroidery process.  It eliminates the need 

for adhesive sprays or water-activated adhesive stabilizers. Excellent for velvets, 

vinyl, leather, and other fabrics where “hoop burn” may be an issue. 

 To use, hoop the stabilizer with the sticky side facing up.  Peel off the paper covering 

carefully, and place the item to be embroidered in the center of the hoop. Finger press 

flat. 

 

. Matilda Ezy-Pleezie Appliqué 

One side of Ezy-Pleezy Appliqué has a low melt adhesive that comes alive with the 

medium setting on your iron.  The flip side is sticky with a paper backing. 

Draw your appliqué design on the paper side of the Ezy-Pleezie Appliqué. 

Next, iron the adhesive side of the ezy-pleezie to the wrong side of your appliqué 

fabric until well stuck.  Cut around the outline of your appliqué with sharp scissors. Peel 

off the paper backing and position on your project.  You can reposition if necessary! 

When satisfied with placement iron down for permanent placement  

Ezy-Pleezie Appliqué results in a soft pliable appliqué.  

 

Matilda E-Z Fast Hoop 

E-Z Fast Hoop is for those hard to hoop items. It is a water activated stabilizer, 

making it easy to hoop those challenging items such as ties, bag straps  belts, etc.  

E-Z Fast Hoop is simple to use, just add a minimal amount of moisture with a damp 

sponge or rag to the adhesive side.  Do not over wet.  


